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ABSTRACT.  
The molecular structure at charged solid/liquid interfaces is vital for many chemical or 
electrochemical processes, such as adhesion, catalysis or the stability of colloidal dispersions. 
How cations influence structural hydration forces and interactions across negatively charged 
surfaces have been studied in great detail. However, how anions influence structural hydration 
forces on positively charged surfaces is much less understood. Here we report force versus 

distance profiles on freshly cleaved mica using Atomic Force Microscopy with silicon tips. We 
characterize steric anion hydration forces for a set of common anions (Cl-, ClO4

-, NO3
-, SO4

2- and 
PO4

3-) at pH ~ 1 in pure acids, where protons are the co ions. Solutions containing anions with 
low hydration energies exhibit repulsive structural hydration forces, indicating significant ion 
and/or water structuring within the first 1-2 nm on a positively charged surface. We attribute 
this to specific adsorption effects within the Stern layer. In contrast, ions with high hydration 
energies show exponentially repulsive hydration forces, indicating less degree of structuring 

within the Stern layer. The presented data demonstrates that anion hydration forces in the inner 
double layer are comparable to cation hydration forces, and that they qualitatively correlate 
with hydration free energies. This work may contribute to understanding interaction processes 
where positive charge is screened by anions within an electrolyte.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Electric Double Layers (EDL) form when electrolyte components adsorb on a charged surface in 

an electrolyte due to an attraction of oppositely charged ions and alignment of dipolar molecules, 

resulting in a screening of the surface charge/potential. EDL thicknesses are typically on the order of 
about 2-3 times the Debye screening length of the electrolyte, and ions can specifically structure on the 
nanometer or molecular scale in the close vicinity of the solid/liquid interface. EDL structures are not 
only determined by the surface charge density but also by the ion properties such as their radii and 
hydrated structures as well as hydration energies. As a result of the EDL formation, properties of the 
liquid such as viscosity1, diffusion coefficient2, structuring3 at the interface differ significantly from 
bulk values. A detailed understanding of the molecular structure of EDLs is essential for many 

chemical and engineering processes, such as adsorption4, adhesion5, catalysis6, electrochemical 
processes7, clay swelling8, 9, colloidal dispersions10, 11, or the biomedical sciences12, 13. 

The mean field Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) theory14 is widely applied to describe the local charge 
distribution perpendicular to a charged surface in solution concentrations up to 100 mM. Above 100 
mM i.e. at Debye lengths that are smaller than 0.96 nm, the EDL thickness reduced less than 2-3 nm. 
At these dimensions the continuum based description of EDL tends to break down and unexpected 
trends can be observed15, 16, 17 18. For small dimensions, density functional theory and Molecular 

Dynamics (MD) simulations can provide molecular insight into the distributions of atoms and 
molecules, making it a common method to analyze the interfacial molecular structures. Although, 
there are inherent difficulties regarding how water is simulated and how surface charge or potentials 
are introduced into a simulation. In general, simulations seem to suggest that the structure and 
dynamics of water well beyond the first hydration shells are significantly affected by the presence of 
the ions in the vicinity of a charged surface19, 20, 21 although some22, 23 disagree on that. The broadly 
studied systems with MD methods are alkali metal or alkaline earth metal cations, but rarely anions 
have been studied24,25.  

Force microscopy experiments further revealed how structuring at solid interfaces leads to what is 
now referred to as steric hydration forces and oscillatory forces26. When two surfaces or particles 
approach closer than a few nanometers, the continuum DLVO theory27, attractive van der Waals forces 
added with repulsive electric double layer forces, fails to describe the interactions, because molecular 
sizes and shapes of solvent and ions become critical28. As a result, additional hydration forces 
originate from the geometry or structure of molecules and ions in the confined vicinity in aqueous 
solution. The magnitude and distance dependent profile of hydration forces depend on the liquid 

medium and the surface structure. Short range hydration forces are particularly important for adhesion 
and lubrication. It was also demonstrated that protons do not cause significant hydration 
repulsions29,30. 

Cation structuring at negatively charged surfaces was studied in much greater detail compared to 
anion structuring2, 31. For example, recently Bourg and Fenter32 combined XRR measurement and MD 
simulations and reported the Stern layer structure and energetics of alkali chloride solutions on mica 
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surfaces. They observed two adsorption types of inner-sphere surface complexes, and pointed out that 
the first layer is structured water adsorbed to the surface, while the second layer was largely impacted 
by adsorbed ions. How anions structure at interfaces was just recently studied on metal surfaces33 and 

to the best of our knowledge no studies focused on characterizing anion hydration forces in the 
absence of metal co-ions.  

Here, we provide a qualitative understanding of structural forces due to anion adsorption in the 
simplest system with only anions existing in the nano-scale vicinity at an interface, while co-ions are 
exclusively protons that do not show any structural forces at an interface34. Specifically, we perform a 
series of force distance measurements at pH~1 using different acids on mica surfaces. As shown in 
Figure 1, we use Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) to discuss qualitative information about the charge 

distribution at the solid electrolyte interface through evaluation of the interaction forces between two 
opposing double layers. From the variation of the interaction force profiles, we discuss mechanisms of 
anion structuring at positively charged interfaces in aqueous systems. Interestingly we find 
pronounced specific effects of anions on hydration forces. Our data suggests that significant hydration 
forces, which are qualitatively comparable to cation hydration forces, arise from anion adsorption at 
positively charged surfaces. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Chemicals and materials: All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich at the highest 
available purity and diluted with Milli-Q water (Millipore, resistivity of ≥18.2 MΩcm and a TOC ≤ 2 
ppb) to prepare the required solutions of demanded pH value. Then the solutions were vacuum 
degassed for more than two hours and purged with clean argon gas for at least one hour. The pH 
values were measured before and after degassing the solution using a pH meter (InoLab pH720 from 
WTW GmbH). 

Optical grade V1 ruby-mica, with a nominal composition KAl2(Si3Al)O10(OH)2, was obtained 
from S&J Trading Company (NJ, U.S.A.) as sheets of about 20 × 20 cm surface area. The mica was 

cleaved on both sides under the laminar flow hood to provide an atomically smooth hydrophilic 
surface. The sheet is tailored into 25×25 mm square with a thickness normally around 2 mm. 
Afterwards it was blown with clean argon gas and immediately mounted onto the AFM fluid cell, 
followed by injection of the filtered solution to avoid the contamination of the mica surface. Before 
the measurement, the system was equilibrated for about 2 hours to complete the ion exchange and 
minimize thermal drift. 

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM): In this work, a commercial AFM instrument (JPK 

Nanowizard), was used to perform conventional force measurements. The AFM is placed on an anti-
vibrational table in a noise-isolated box. Si cantilevers and tips, with surfaces that are covered with 
SiO2 of around 1-3 nm thickness due to air exposure35, were chosen as tip material. Contact mode 
probes with rectangular silicon cantilevers (Nanosensors, PPP-CONTR) with a spring constant 0.1 ~ 
0.2 N/m were used. Before use the probes were thoroughly cleaned and oxidized by sulfuric acid, 
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followed by extensive rinsing in deionized water and ethanol and drying in a stream of argon gas. The 
fluid cell was made from PEEK providing a chemical inert environment for all the solutions. All 
experiments were conducted in ambient lab temperature around 25 °C and ambient atmosphere (1 

bar). We used an approaching velocity of 0.05µm/s. It has to be stressed, that AFM does not measure 
the actual distance between a tip and the surface. Instead, the zero distance in AFM is calibrated using 
the linear extension of the AFM cantilever in hard contact, where no deviations from this linearity are 
observed (generally above 5 nN applied normal force). 

Three force curves were acquired at 100 different locations, which were equally spaced from each 
other over a 100 µm2 area. A schematic of the experimental system used is shown in Figure 1. The 
Stern layer is comprised of Inner Helmholtz Plane (IHP) and Outer Helmholtz Plane (OHP), beyond 

OHP, the diffuse layer, where the typical decay length is known as the Debye length, has its plane of 
origin. The inset on the right shows a schematic of the expected ion distribution near the surface in 
acids at pH ~ 1. Protonation charges the surface positively, and anions accumulate within stern layer 
leading to distinct layering. 

Data modeling: The Si tips used have conical shapes with radii R ranging from 5-50nm, with a 
typical half cone angle around 19° (manufacturer information). Here, we use a conical shape tip with a 
sphere end on plate geometry to model the measured interaction forces. The Derjaguin-Landau-

Verwey-Overbeek theory (DLVO theory)27, which formulates the interaction forces between two 
surfaces as the superposition of Van der Waals force and diffuse EDL forces, is applied in our fitting. 
We additionally describe EDL forces FEDL as a linear superposition of both (1) diffuse layer forces 
FDL, described by the Gouy-Chapman theory 36, and (2) we include hydration forces within Stern layer 
FHYD at distances below about 1-2 nm, which takes into account of forces due to specific ion structures 
within the inner well-structured EDL37. Therefore, we have: 

F	(D) = F'() + F+(, = F'() + F(, + F-.(                                (Equation 1) 

where D is the apparent separation distance between the two surfaces. The Van der Waals force FVDW 
between an AFM probe with radius R and a flat surface is modelled according to Argento and 
French38: 

F'() = − 01234

5(036((6(7))8((6(7)8
                                                   (Equation 2) 

where AH is the effective Hamaker constant and D0 characterizes a shift of the plane of origin. We use 

a Hamaker constant of 3.5×10-20 J39 for the Si-Water-Mica system, with shift of the plane of origin of 1 

nm, which corresponds to the oxide thickness. Shifting the onset of VDW force is mathematically very 
similar to more complex models that take into account the thin oxide film40, 41. Here we use a shift of 
the onset in order to avoid complex fittings of the VDW forces, which are overpowered by hydration 
forces in all the presented measurements. Hence, using more complex models would not change the 
results significantly.  
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A monotonic exponential hydration force arising from the presence of ordered solvent layers 
(Stern layer) can be described by an empirical expression for the steric hydration force42 as shown in 
Equation 3. Since the hydration forces dominate in the region where D << R, we can use Derjaguin’s 

approximation to calculate the interaction forces from the proposed empirical interaction potential for 
hydration forces. 

F-.( = 2πRW(D) = 2πRW7 ∙ e
? @
AB                                                (Equation 3) 

Where the W0 is the prefactor of the interaction hydration energy, λH denotes the hydration force decay 
length. The physical meaning of these two factors should be closely correlated to the origin of the 

hydration force. We want to emphasize that still no physical model for the derivation of the pre-factor 
W0 exists. Also, in AFM it is not clear how W0 and the radius (which is unknown) can be separated; as 
such we quote the entire pre-factor rather than single parameters in all tables below and only interpret 
relative trends. In the fitting presented below, two hydration force terms are sufficient to fit the data.  

The diffuse part of the double layer repulsion is not necessary for fitting the data measured in high 

concentration acids. Hence 𝐹DE = 0 and the full equation to fit an (1) inner and (2) an outer Helmholtz 

plane in acidic solution at pH = 1 is as follows: 

F	(D) = F'() + 2𝜋𝑅𝑊7J ∙ 𝑒
? L
M2N + 2𝜋𝑅𝑊70 ∙ 𝑒

? L
M28                 (Equation 4) 

Only for experiments in Milli-Q water, an electric double layer contribution FDL had to be included. 

Here, we used a constant charge boundary condition solved by H.J. Butt43 for the analytical estimation 
of EDL forces for AFM tips on a flat surface, and added the expression to Equation 4.  

RESULTS  
In this work we characterize interaction forces. Specifically, hydration forces measured between 

mica surfaces and AFM tips in pH~1 electrolyte and compare them with pure Milli-Q water at pH ~ 
5.5. Although electric double layers in principle form on the tip as well as on the surface, according to 
Martin-Jimenez et al.44 the nanoscale roughness of the tip does not contribute any ordered layer 

compared to atomically smooth mica surfaces. Therefore, we restrict the interpretation of layering on 
the mica surface, with little distortion originating from the tip. Varying acids and hence anions allows 
us to characterize the effect of different sizes, valences and hydration enthalpies on the interfacial 
structure formation and on anion hydration forces on mica surface.  

We first characterize interfacial structuring of water, and revisit water structuring measurements 
in Milli-Q water, and then introduce anions by lowering the pH with ~100 mM acids. We assume, and 
also demonstrate, that this allows us to reverse the charge on the mica surfaces, introducing an anion 

dominated double layer without any accompanying metal cations since there is only protons present as 
co-ions. Protons are known to not exhibit measureable hydration forces 26, 29, 31. 

Interaction forces in water. Figure 2 shows a force versus distance profile (F/D) recorded in 
Milli-Q water (pH ~ 5.5) as a function of the tip sample separation distance D during approach of an 
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AFM tip and a mica surface. Figure 2(a) displays a single typical F/D profile. Throughout this work, 
the zero separation distance D = 0 was defined as the point where the tip comes into an apparent hard 
contact with the surface. At this point applying higher forces results in cantilever bending proportional 

to the piezo movement, assuming zero deformation of surface and tip. In pure water, after the 
desorption of the surface K+ ions from mica in solution45, the remaining mica surface is effectively a 
hard wall defined by the densely packed basal-plane oxygen atoms, augmented with an array of 
ditriogonal cavities35.  

In typical individual force versus distance curves shown in Figure 2(a) at D < 2.5 Å a steep 
exponential rise of the force, followed by a clear kink at D ~ 2.5 Å was observed, along with a double 
exponential diffuse layering at larger distances. We can separate the curve into three domains: (1) D < 

2.5 Å; (2) 2.5 Å < D < 1 nm; and (3) D > 1 nm. At D > 1 nm, the data can be well fitted with 
conventional DLVO theory with a Debye length of 38 nm and a diffuse double layer charge of |0.013| 
C/m2 at the plane of origin at D ~ 1.2 nm. The measured Debye length of 38 nm is smaller than the 
expected 50 nm for pH 5.5 Milli-Q water. This is either due to the lower force sensitivity of AFM at 
large distances. As a consequence, the detection of a zero force regime at D > 60 ~ 80 nm may be 
lower than the measured Debye length artificially. Other possibilities are, that the analytical equation 
is not applicable, or that impurities in the clean water such as additionally dissolved airborne species 

such CO2. At 2.5 Å < D < 1 nm an exponential steric hydration force with a decay length of λ- =

3.35	Å	 was observed. Further, in the regime at D < 2.5 Å, the additional steric hydration can be fitted 
with an additional exponential repulsion term with a steep slope of 1.8 Å as shown by the blue solid 
line, which may indicate the last strongly bound water layer to the surface.  

Figure 2(b) depicts a dynamic 2-dimensional (2-D) force versus distance map averaged over 
more than 50 measurements distributed at random locations. Here the y-axis is linear and the statistical 
color scale is labeled on the top of the plot, indicating features where about two thirds of all recorded 

force traces are observed. The inset shows a zoom-in for the last 5 nm, together with a histogram that 
condenses the force counts into a distance dependent layering density profile. This layering density 
profiles provides additional statistical information about the average structural forces picked up during 
compression.  

Figure 2(b) again suggests the same distinct regimes with a long-range diffuse interaction force, 
that decays into thermal noise at D ~ 60-80 nm, indicative of the force detection limit of at about 20-
30 pN. At smaller separation distances D < 1 nm, the density plot shows that the force distance trace 
becomes less defined with only 80-90% of the force traces following exactly the main force trace 
during pushing through the exponentially rising hydration layer. This suggests that this layer is 
diffusely structured extending over about ∆D ~ 6-8 Å in total. At D < 2.5 Å we do find that force 

profiles show much less variation again, while the specific instability observed in individual curves 
appears statistically smeared out at various applied forces and hence distances. However, the center of 
the Gaussian fits shown in the histogram, provides a measure for where these jump-in events occur 
most likely. The histogram shows three distinct peaks below D < 1 nm, which are a first rather broad 
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distribution centered at D ~ 6.8 Å with a variance of 1.7 Å that characterizes the outer diffuse 

structuring; and at D ~ 2.5 ± 0.8 Å and at D ~ 0.9 ± 0.4 Å we find two more populations that indicate 

the water layering in the close vicinity of the surface.  

This data fits well with a molecular surface layer of water with oxygens of water pointing 

upwards (see schematic in Figure 3). This interpretation is in line with work by Toney et al.46 who 
found oxygen-up or down average orientation for negative or positive charge, respectively. Such 
molecular arrangements naturally result in steric forces. Following this model, the layer at D ~ 2.54 Å 
may resemble a second layer structure of the water network with the protons connect to the oxygen of 
the first water layer with hydrogen bonds. This result compares indeed well with previous work by 
other groups. With high resolution X-Ray Reflectivity (XRR) Cheng et al.35 revealed, for example, 
interfacial water ordering with spacing of 2.5 ~ 2.7 Å. Also Monte Carlo simulation work done by 
Park et al.47 supported that the water molecule is bound closely to the ditrigonal cavities on the mica 

surface with a distance about 2.5 Å to the surface oxygen in the nominal plane direction. Furthermore, 
with Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation, Xu et al.48 showed that the first water concentration peak 
splits into two with an increasing surface charge density from 0 to -0.2034 C/m2. Similar to this work, 
three distinct layers of water were also observed by Qiu et al.49. They found that the adsorbed water 
layer splits into three layers and the first layer locates much closer to the surface if the surface charge 
density increases to -0.3 C/m2. Based on our force distance profiles and the histogram plot, in Figure 3 
we provide a schematic of the water structure on mica at pH~5.5 with no salt added (CO2 from the air 

lowers the pH), characterizing the inner two layers as strongly bound IHP, the third more diffuse 
appearing layer as an OHP and a diffuse layer. While the water network seems to provide a stiff 
structural network close to the surface, the proton distribution in this network is not a direct measure. 
Still, the calculated diffuse double layer potential at the OHP, where the diffuse EDL has its plane of 
origin is ~ |210| mV using Grahame’s equation and the fitted diffuse layer charge. Assuming a mica 
surface potential off ~400 mV for a fully dissociated surface, this means that the surface potential is 
screened by protons down to 50% in the stern layer, where water forms a more rigid network. 

It is now interesting to compare this data to earlier work by Israelachvili et al.39 who observed, using a 
surface force apparatus (SFA), for the first time oscillatory hydration forces with a periodicity of 2.5 ± 
0.3 Å. In contrast to SFA data, we find no strongly pronounced periodicity beyond the first layer of 

water, but an increasingly unordered structure away from the mica interface.  A very strongly bound 
inner layer extends into consecutively less strongly bound outer layers with increasing distance from 
the charged surface. Beyond the first layer, we find a spacing that is consistent with SFA. The first 
layer is located at 2.57 Å corresponding to the molecular dimensions of water. In contrast, the 
structure beyond this layer is less ordered with an exponential increase of the interaction force over a 
distance of 5-6 Å which is about two times the water dimensions, comparing well to SFA data. 
Compared to SFA, AFM F-D profiles do not impose a large scale confinement during interaction. As 

such, it seems that AFM data captures the layering on non-confined mica as probed by a hydrated Si 
tip. Taken with a grain of salt, our data suggest that water does structure distinctly at mica surfaces as 
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previously argued, but with increasing thermal disorder into the bulk. One interesting additional detail 
compared to SFA data is, that the innermost layer compressed with a slope of 1.7 Å. This may be a 
layer of water lying down flat, that could not be forced out from contact at pressures that can be 

achieved with SFA. With its small probe radius, the applied pressure in AFM experiments can be 
103~105 orders of magnitude higher, considering typical maximum loading forces of 5 nN and 10 ~ 
100 mN/m, as well as the typical contact areas of 25 nm2 versus 0.0078 mm2 for AFM and SFA, 
respectively. It is however more likely that the AFM tip may simply impose a final compression layer 
that differs compared to mica/mica experiments in SFA.  

Interaction forces in various acids at pH = 1. Once freshly cleaved mica is exposed to solution, 
the potassium ions hydrate and leave the mica surface with a negative surface charge. Due to 
protonation of the negative surface sites the mica surface becomes uncharged at pH = 2~3. At even 
lower pH when protons or hydroniums are in excess, over adsorption of protons may result in an 
effective positive charging of the surface, because the exposed oxygens may protonate as following 

reaction, at the surface or even within the octahedral aluminum layer of mica: 

−𝑆𝑖𝑂 + 𝐻5𝑂6 ⇋ −𝑆𝑖𝑂𝐻6 + 𝐻0𝑂	 

There is however no literature that proves or disproves that mica indeed charges overall positive 
at low pH due to protonation. Below, it will become clear that anion adsorption does indeed occur at 
these low pH values, indicating positive surface charging by protonation.  

In particular, we use different acids at pH ~1. This leaves us with only anions and protons as co-
ions in the electrolyte. Protons, as opposed to metal cations as charged co-ions, show no distinct 
hydration forces26. This enables a direct measure of specific anion hydration effects on mica without 

interference of metal cations. Ion properties relevant to our discussion below are listed in Table 1. 
RMS roughness of less than 5 Å recorded before and after experiment indicate that the mica surface is 
not attacked by the acidic solution. Also, in AFM no holes or other defects indicating an acidic attack 
were detected (data not shown). This is in line with expectations, that the mica basal plane is at the 
experimental conditions resistant to dissolution, and preferable etching proceeds via other low index 
planes that expose the octahedral aluminum layer50.  

Figure 4 shows 2-D force versus distance characteristics of an average of over 50 individual force 
runs recorded between mica and a silica tip in (a) HCl, (b) HClO4, (c) HNO3, (d) H2SO4 and (e) 
H3PO4. Data was fit using Equation 4, and representative individual comparison of fit and data are 
shown in Figure 5. Relevant fit parameters according to Equation 4 obtained from fitting individual 

force curves are listed in Table 2. The fitted decay lengths are very accurate and independent of the tip 
radius, while the exponential pre-factors of the hydration repulsions in Equation 4 are not decoupled 
from the fitted and approximately known tip radius. As such, we restrict our discussion of fitting 
parameters to the decay lengths. 
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Figure 4(a) shows recorded F-D curves in HCl, which clearly show strong structural hydration 
forces that are likely related to specific double layer structuring of Cl- ions. In total, we find two 
pronounced instabilities. The first instability is a very clearly pronounced jump-in from D ~ 7 Å to 

about D ~ 3 Å. This jump-in distance compares to ~2/3 of the hydrated ion radius, shown in Table 1. 
At D ~ 3 Å a very distinct steep exponential rise of the force with a decay length of 2.5 Å appears, 
implying compression of a strongly bound layer of hydration water. In detail, after exponential 
compression over 2 Å a sudden structural jump over 1 Å into the hard wall at D = 0 can be observed, 
suggesting a push-out of a compressible structured layer.  

First, this data indicates strong layering of hydrated Cl- ions forming the IHP below D ~ 8-10 Å, 
as well as structural water layering at compressions to distances below 3 Å. In addition to that, an 
outer disordered layer extends from D ~ 8-10 Å. This layer can be fitted well with a hydration 
repulsion decay length of ~ 6 Å; no diffuse electric double layer interaction is needed for fitting the 
data. Specifically, the expected Debye length of ~9.6 Å does not fit the observed exponential 

repulsion, which suggests that this long range contribution is actually an additional hydration repulsion 
originating from the OHP. In summary, the surface charge is fully screened by a strongly structured 
Stern layer with a distinct IHP that compresses over the distance of 3 Å, an OHP with specifically 
bound chlorides at a distance of about 4-10 Å, and a diffuse OHP with disordered chlorides that 
extends to 20Å. 

What does this result imply for the mica charge itself? Clearly, this result is not compatible with a 
negatively charged or uncharged mica surface at pH = 1. On a negatively charged surface, layering 
should be comparable to the pure water case, which it is clearly not. Anions would not remain in the 
close vicinity. Also, adsorption of chlorides onto uncharged mica would result in a net negative over 

charging of the surface, which in turn results in a diffuse proton layer that screens this charge over the 
Debye length, this is not observed either. This data hence confirms a positive charging of mica at pH ~ 
1, specific anion adsorption and strong anion hydration forces below pH~ 2-3, which is the isoelectric 
point.51 

Figure 4 (b) shows force distance profiles recorded in perchlorate acid at pH ~1. Here, we 
observe only one pronounced structural jump-in from D ~ 10 Å to about D ~ 6 Å. This jump-in 
distance of ~ 4 Å again amounts to ~2/3 of the hydrated ion diameter, shown in Table 1. Again, this 
indicates a specifically adsorbed layer of anions that is expelled under compression. At distances 
below 6 Å we observe a strong exponential repulsion with a decay length of 2.5 Å, which is again 
close to the molecular water diameter. The absence of structural features in this layer may imply 

compression of a disordered layer of hydration water. Interestingly, compared to HCl, a considerably 
longer ranged exponential repulsion with a decay length of 13.5 Å extends from 10 Å to about 50-60 
Å. This decay length exceeds the expected Debye length of 9.6 Å. An interfacial activity coefficient of 
0.7, which could explain an increased Debye length, seems unreasonable at an ionic strength of 0.1 M, 
hence this decay length should likely be interpreted as a considerably longer ranged hydration 
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repulsion. This suggests that ClO4
- ions do not specifically adsorb onto mica, but they form a fairly 

extended Helmholtz layer with a high ion concentration in the inner Helmholtz plane, as indicated by 
the observed structural force. 

Figure 4 (c) shows force distance characteristics recorded in nitric acid at pH ~ 0.97. Interestingly, 
here the statistic forces versus distance characteristics show two layering structures that appear equally 

likely at D < 1 nm. Since we are averaging over 50 measurements recorded at different locations, this 
suggests a heterogeneous inner double layer structure over the entire surface area. As can be seen in 
Figure 5, we find a set of curves that shows an exponential rising repulsion from 10 Å with a decay 
length of 2.5 Å followed by a clear structural jump from D ~ 5 Å into the hard wall at D = 0. 
Considering the asymmetry of the planar nitrate ion, this jump compares well to the “equatorial 
diameter” of the hydrated nitrate ion, or to ~2/3 of the axial diameter. The second set of curves shows 
an exponentially rising repulsion starting at smaller distances of D ~ 6-8 Å with a similar decay length 
of ~2 Å. This repulsion shows no structural features, indicating a compression of disordered hydration 

water. Also in nitric acid solution no long ranged electric double layer force was observed, indicating a 
considerable charge screening due to the existence of a compact anion layer in the Helmholtz plane 
with specifically adsorbed nitrate ions.  

Figure 4 (d) and (e) show the effect of multivalent sulfate and phosphate anions. These 
multivalent anions differ from the monovalent anions not only due to higher charge but also their 
dissociation characteristics. Due to different protonation equilibria, also multiple protonated species of 
ions may exist in solution, which has to be taken into account for calculating and comparing to the 
Debye length. In sulfuric acid there are both HSO4

- and SO4
2- ions with a ratio of approximately 2:1, 

while in phosphoric acid the prevalent anion is H2PO4
-. We can see that those two anion F-D profiles 

share three common features:  

(1) At D < 5 Å an exponential force with a decay length of 2.5 Å overpowers a longer ranged 
exponential repulsion. The inner layer decay compares well to the molecular water size, 

indicating again that dehydration of disordered surface bound water may be the main 
compression mechanism in this regime. 

(2) At D > 1 nm, exponentially diffuse layers with decay lengths of 5 Å and 7 Å for the phosphate 
and sulfate respectively can again not be described by the expected Debye length. No structural 
features can be observed. In contrast to the other ions, this indicates a thermally disordered 
anion layer with non-specifically adsorbed anions. Interestingly, the decay lengths compare 
reasonably well to the hydrated ion radii given in Table 1.  

(3) In the individual curves, the phosphate force distance characteristics indicate a 2.5 Å structural 
breakdown, which we attribute to a water layer. In the statistical analysis shown in Figure 4, 
this jump distance is smeared out, indicating a quite disordered structure.  

 

DISCUSSION 
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In summary, we find a consistent qualitative scenario for interaction force profiles in high 
concentration acids of pH~1 with varying anions. General qualitative features of the observed force 
profiles are the following. 

First, all force profiles are dominated by hydration effects. No electric double layer charging was 
observed within the sensitivity of AFM. This indicates that the diffuse layer potentials are zero or at 
least less than 10-15 mV. Second, all force profiles exhibit a short range inner hydration repulsion 
with a characteristic decay length of 2-2.5 Å at D < 3-4 Å, indicating a compression of adsorbed water 
below 3-4 Å. This compression can be diffuse or it may form structural features as seen for the 
chloride or phosphate. Considering the Hofmeister series52, it seems that cosmotropic ions are more 
likely not to disturb the interfacial layering of water close to a solvated surface and vice versa, 

however there is no strict dependency. 

Third, all force profiles can be well described by adding a second – outer Helmholtz plane – 
exponential hydration repulsion. This repulsion shows structural breakdowns and transition into an 
inner hydration repulsion at characteristic distances DT for chlorides, perchlorate and nitrate as 
summarized in Table 2. In contrast, phosphate and sulfate show no breakdown of the outer hydration 
layer with a smooth transition at DT from outer to inner layer hydration repulsion. Interestingly, this 
correlates with the hydration energy of the ions quoted in Table 1. Multivalent ions with high 

hydration energy show no structural features. The high cost for dehydration may bind them less 
strongly to the surface, leading to a smooth push out of hydrated ions. In contrast, low hydration 
energies may allow anions to strip their hydration shell at the interface leading to specific adsorption 
and consequently structural forces due to hydration water breakdown. 

Fourth, the characteristic hydration repulsion decay lengths λH shown in Table 2 are generally 
within the range of the molecular dimension of the compressed species, which is 2.5 Å for the water 
layer compression and 5-7 Å for disordered ion layer compressions in the outer hydration layers. The 
exception is perchlorate. Perchlorate exhibits an outer layer hydration repulsion that is ~2 times its 

diameter, and considerably larger compared to the expected Debye length. In agreement with its 
pronounced chaotropic behavior, this may indicate a significant water disorder in the outer hydration 
shells, which can effectively lower the dielectric constant. A lower dielectric constant and hence less 
pronounced charge screening leads to a larger average distance between like charged ions within the 
hydration layer. This may cause the observed “swelling” of this layer.  

One aspect that remains unclear from force measurements with the AFM is, whether dehydrated 
ions are indeed pushed out of contact, or whether ions dehydrate and condense into the lattice during 
compression. AFM does not measure absolute distances53, so we cannot deduce, if the distance D = 0 
is the “real” contact between the two opposing solid surfaces. Here, adhesion measurements can give 
some insight. Figure 6 shows that the adhesion is generally quite low in all solutions indicating a 

relatively low interfacial energy as expected considering Lippmann’s equation for highly charged 
surfaces. It appears that solutions containing ions with lower hydration energy results in smaller 
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adhesion. This may be interpreted as a result of ion condensation into the mica lattice during hard 
contact if the hydration energy is low, while the remaining layer may be a less thick proton containing 
water layer in case of strongly hydrated ions, which leave the contact area. This may effectively 

change the minimum approach distance into the adhesive minimum. As a result the adhesive energy 
may increase slightly due to increased VDW interactions at smaller distances. Our data can however 
only serve as an indicator, and other highly resolved techniques such as diffraction based analysis of 
the interfacial ion profile in confinement54, 55, 56 and non-confinement32 may provide further insight into 
ion distributions at interfaces. 
CONCLUSION 

Anions structure strongly at positively charged mica surfaces, leading to significant inner and 
outer hydration layer repulsions within the Stern layer in acids of pH~1. The entire surface charge of 
mica can be screened within a 2-3 nm thick hydration layer in acid solutions at pH ~ 1. The inner 
hydration repulsions seem dominated by interfacial water ordering, while the outer layer hydration 

repulsion is dominated by anion layers. This is in good agreement with cation layering on mica, where 
inner-sphere surface complexes formed by the first water layer and a second layer of adsorbed 
cations32 was observed.  

We further find that outer layer anion hydration forces can be structural or monotonic, which is 
similar to hydration forces reported for cations. Ion structuring and screening properties strongly 
depend on the thermodynamic hydration characteristics of the anions used, while Hofmeister effects 
have a limited influence on the characteristic behavior. The hydration energy of anions and anion 

dehydration during compression may be the driving force determining both hydration repulsion and 
adhesion hysteresis. 

Chloride, nitrate and to a lesser extend perchlorate with relatively lower hydration energies show 
strong specific and non-specific adsorption effects and hence structural steric hydration forces. 
Strongly hydrated ions such as sulfate and phosphate do not adsorb specifically hence do not structure 
compact layer. This results in an exponentially decaying steric hydration force without pronounced 
structural features, and an outer hydration layer that is purely monotonic. Still the inner water 

dominated hydration layer can still be structured (as observed for the phosphate).  
The hydration energy of the anions offers a potential guideline for predicting interfacial ion 

behavior during compression of hydration layers. If the ions tend to specifically adsorb (HCl, HNO3), 
the hydration force is likely related to compression of hydration water of the ions resulting in 
structural jumps due to a condensation of dehydrated ions into the lattice. In contrast for ions having 
strong hydration energies (H2SO4, H3PO4), the hydration force is related to pushing these ions out of 
contact, which is in line with the observed adhesion hysteresis. 

In summary, we demonstrate that anion structuring in the inner double layer is very pronounced 

and that it correlates with hydration free energies. This may contribute to understanding processes 
where positive charge is screened by anions within an electrolyte, including corrosion science, protein 
folding or colloidal stability of positively charged system (e.g. amines in biologic soft matter). 
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FIGURES AND TABLES. 
Figure 1: Schematic of the set-up used for probing interfacial ion structures by measuring interaction 
forces F during approach of an AFM tip and a mica surface. At pH~1 both mica and tip surfaces are 

positively charged through protonation. On the right side shows the distance dependent variation of 
the ion concentration ∆c within the double layer is compared to the bulk value (c(bulk)). Near a 
positively charged surface, there is an accumulation of the anions. Due to the hydration shells around 
they can impose steric hydration forces during interaction of tip and surface. 
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Figure 2: Interaction forces measured with AFM in non-degassed Milli-Q water (pH 5.5) between a Si 
tip and a mica surface during approach.  (a) Semi-logarithmic plot of a typical F-D curve during 

approach, solid curves are the fittings using Equation 4 and EDL force from work of H.-J. Butt43, (b) 

2-D force versus distance heat-plot and zoom-in. Inset: Histogram of the force versus distance data.  

 

 
 
Figure 3: Schematic interpretation of the water structure at the interface of the negatively charged 
mica surface at pH~5.5. One strongly structured layer at 1 Å, and an instability corresponding roughly 
to the size of a water molecule at 2.5 Å, and diffuse structuring over two further water layers up to 
about D = 9 Å was observed.  
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Comparison of 2-D interaction forces at the distance below 50 Å measured with AFM 

between Si tip and mica surface during approach in different acidic 100 mM electrolytes: (a) HCl, (b) 
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HClO4, (c) HNO3, (d) H2SO4 and (e) H3PO4. The color scale is similar compared to Figure 2, only 
showing probabilities over 75%. Insets plot all the force histograms over distances within 2 nm.  

 
 
 
        
 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Fitting of individual F-D curves using Equation 4, indicating a good empirical description 
of the force distance profiles using only the radius R, the decay lengths and the exponential prefactros 

W0 as fitting variables. As can be seen immediately, the mica surface charge is screened within 1-3 nm 
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in acidic solutions, while 50% of the mica surface charge decays over the Debye length of 38 nm in 
water at pH = 5.5 (cf. text for details).  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Adhesive forces and adhesive energy per unit area calculated from Hertz contact model57.  
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Table 1: The diameter of hydrated ions dhyd, hydration enthalpy and entropy values, molar free 

energies of hydration (ΔGhyd) at room temperature, as well as lyotropic numbers Nlyo are quoted from 

literature 58, 59. 

 

Ions 
dhyd 

(Å) 

ΔHhyd 

(kJ/mol) 

ΔShyd 

(kJ/mol) 

ΔGhyd 

(kJ/mol) 
Nlyo 

H+ - -1103 -131 -1064 - 

Cl- 6.4 -367 -76 -344 10 

ClO4
- 7.0-7.6 -246 -57 -229 11.8 

NO3
- 

equatorial: 5.3 

axial: 6.9 
-312 -86 -286 

11.6 

HSO4
- 

7.6 
-368 -129 -330  

SO4
2- -1035 -200 -975 2.0 

H2PO4
- 7.2 -522 -166 -473 8.2 
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Table 2:  Relevant extended fitting parameters for hydration forces as described in 4. DT is the 
distance at which the outer layer transitions into the inner hydration layer. The force at this distance, is 
equivalent for the Debye length, the expected values are given in brackets in the left column.  
 

Electrolyte 
(expected λD) 

Radius 
(nm) 

FHYD (inner layer) Transition 
FHYD (outer 
layer) 

2πRW01 

(nN) 
λH1 

(Å) 
DT 

(Å) 
F @ DT 

(nN) 
λH2 

(Å) 

Milli Q-water 
pH 5.5 
(50 Å) 

5.0 1.76 1.55 ± 0.25 2.95 0.55 3.35± 0.35 

HCl 
(9.6 Å) 52 2.86 2.4 ± 0.2 6.39 0.27 6 ± 0.5 

HClO4 

(9.6 Å) 64 3.42 2.45 ± 0.25 9.53 0.14 13.5 ± 0.5 

HNO3 

(9.6 Å) 38 3.33 1.8 ± 0.2 
independent 

layers 
2.45 ± 0.25 

H2SO4 

(8.9 Å) 25 0.88 2.5 ± 0.25 8.24 0.33 8 ± 0.15 

H3PO4 

(9.6 Å) 25 1.83 2.5± 0.3 4.00 0.47 5.6 ± 0.4 

 
 

 
 


